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Abstract 
The objective of this work was to establish a usable format 
for developing an idea into a working model and to verify that format 
by example. 
The format is outlined as follows: 







The example used to verify the format was a comparison of 
various forward cleaner sequences to determine if an improvement 
could be made over the current cascade system. After completion 
of the model format, it was determined that an alpha/alpha cleaning 
system would prove more cost effective than a cascade system if it 
was run at feed consistencies greater than .55%. The incremental 
cleaning efficiency would allow for lower cost stocks to be used, 
thus defraying the increased capital costs. The overall application 
of the model format proved very effective. 
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The objective of this work was to establish a usable format for 
developing an idea into a working model and to verify that format by 
example. The concept of having an established format for developing 
an idea was meant not inhibit creativity but rather to channel creative 
thoughts into a valid format for business interpretation. 
The short term objective of this work was to evaluate various 
forward cleaner sequences to determine if an improvement could be made 
over the current cascade system. In order to evaluate these sequences 
accurately, the model format again was applied, showing its effective­
ness in various applications. 
Whether a model format is applied that produces a computer model, 
a mechanical model or a paper and pen model, the same purpose and 
principles apply. An individual is usually trying to present an idea 
in a clear, concise manner, showing that the idea was well thought out, 
demonstrate the decision making process and establish the value of 
the idea. The model format outlined as follows helps to do all the 
above: 







The following work will detail the model format and demonstrate 





What is a Model? 
The earliest use of the word "model" denoted a set of architects' 
plans.(4) Models were also constructed as a means of illustrating 
"elementary" mathematics(4). A model was made (of a square for example) 
and used as a physical demonstration of the fact which it illustrates. 
Early models provided tangible objects to bring reality into the sym­
bolic world of mathematics. Any figure drawn on paper as a tangible aid 
to understanding could be justifiably called a model. 
Why use a Model? 
A model is often used to illustrate a "real-life" situation when 
a large number of variables are under consideration or when connnon 
sense dictates. 
The type of model under consideration in this paper is not a model 
of an already proven fact, but a model of a new system design. This 
type of model will aid in ; 
illustrating an idea for something new or different 
solving a problem and getting an answer in a satisfactory 
or useful form. 
- making a decision by choosing between two or more alternatives.
When designing a system (and a model of that_system) several terms
must be defined to avoid misunderstanding. 
System - A system is a set of components arranged to perform some wanted 
operation(s). A complex system performing one operation may be composed. 
of many single systems, each with one input and one output that when 
combined, achieve the whole operation. 
Design - A design is the work of a human mind or minds to coordinate 
separate parts or acts to produce a result. Design always involves 
the following information: 
1. Information in the form of facts and data
2. Information in the form of patterns and relations between
the items of 1.
3. Information processing using 1 & 2.
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System Design/Modeling Steps 
The first step in any design is getting an idea. The original idea 
is worked over, modified and worked over again until several ideas are 
available for consideration. Before going further, it is necessary to 
choose the best proposal. The second step is to set objectives for the 
design. 
Objectives and goals guide and limit the design work. Objectives 
and goals can be classified as follows: 
1. MUSTS - The set of performance and other requirements that
must be met. 
2. MUST NOTS - The set of constraints stating what the system must
not exceed. 
3. WANTS - These are not hard and fast requirements.
4. DON'T WANTS - Exactly what the words say.
Tolerance is the amount of variation that can be accepted in input 
and output information. Objectives, goals and tolerances must be ident­
ified and accepted before work proceeds further. 
Step three is identifying the environment. The environment consists 
of everything outside the system that either affects the performance or 
is affected by the operation, or both. A designer must carefully consider 
all of the effects of environment upon the design. For a sizable system, 
the conceivable number of inputs and outputs may be extremely large. In 
practice a designer must select those effects believed to be most important 
thus dividing the possible interactions into those which are known to be 
important and those which can be safely neglected. 
Synthesis is next and is the first real step of design work. Syn­
thesis involves finding any collection of objects that can perform all 
the wanted functions and meet all of the requirements of the specifications. 
All available information on the objects proposed for use must be organized 
and classified. Hopefully there will be several tentative collections that 
promise to do the job. The next step is analysis. 
In system design, analysis means that any tentative collection must 
be studied and checked to make certain that it meets all of the objectives. 
At this point, repeatedly using the synthesis and analysis steps, an 
optimum design is developed. 
After analysis comes selection. There should be more than one coll­
ection available that will meet the objectives and the best alternative 
must be selected. Some times a choice between alternatives is clear-cut 
based on the objectives and rules previously established and sometimes a 
choice must be made on the basis of minor differences. 
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Once a selection is made, a decision is aimed at what action to take 
and how to effectively communicate the results of the work. 
A model, along this vein, may be a paper and pencil reproduction of 
the system design or it may be a hands-on working representation. A 
model should provide information that may have been overlooked orig­
inally and help identify any mistakes that have been made. 
The information gained from the model may require rethinking of the 
entire design problem. A different collection of elements to meet the 
requirements may be needed and occasionally (but not often) objectives must 
be changed. 
At this point, it can be seen that the system design and modeling 
steps will be repeated until the design selection and the model are in 
agreement with the set objectives and tolerances. The next portion of 
this paper will demonstrate the applications of the modeling steps in 
system design and selection. A surranary of these steps is as follows: 
1. A need or a problem exists
- All available information related to the problem must
be gathered.
2. Objectives and tolerances must be set
- Musts, Must-Nots
- Wants, Don't Wants
- Environment must be considered and requirements established
3. Synthesis - collection that performs wanted functions.
- All available information related to the objects in the
collection must be gathered.
4. Analysis - Double check, optimum design
5. Selection - Review solution vs. initial objectives
6. Decision/Action
7. Communication of Results
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APPLICATION OF MODELING STEPS 
6 
Need 
A question was raised by Scott Paper Company as to whether or not a 
forward cleaner system could be developed for use with secondary fiber 
slurries that was more cost effective than the cascade system predominant 
in the pulp and paper industry. 
Information Related to the Problem: 
In order to reduce the processing costs associated with a forward cleaner 
system one must optimize yield, cleaning efficiency, water consumption and 
equipment costs. A system that could yield more fiber for a given input, pro­
vide cleaner pulp, use less water or requirefewer cleaners-than a cascade 
system would help fill the need to be more cost efective. A cascade system 
using 3" cleaners is assumed satisfactory unless an improved design can be 
developed. 
Objectives/Tolerances 
Musts: - Consist of on-the-market 3" centrifugal cleaners 
- Cost no more than $250,000
- Have a yield as high as or higher than a cascade system
- Provide a pulp as clean as or cleaner than a cascade system
Wants:*- Accept consistency .4% or greater 
- 80% minimum yield
- Cleaning efficiencies 50%
* See Appendix II for details of yield and cleaning efficiency calculations.
7 
Environment: 
Stock being fed to the cleaners is at 80-90°F ( 1), .55-.65% 
consistency, 30-50 ppm dirt count. 
Pressure drops between feed to accept lines will be 40 psig ( 1). 
All dilution water will be a closed system@ .01% consistency. 
These conditions are considered representative of desired operating 
conditions. Figure 1 displays the known relationship between feed 
consistency and thickening factor for 3" forward cleaners. This 
relationship was experimentally determined at at earlier date. 
(See Appendix III). 
Figure 2 displays the known relationship between feed consistency 
and cleaning efficiency. This relationship was experimentally 
determined at an earlier date. (See Appendix III). 
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FIGURE 1 











































FEED CONSISTENCY VS. CLEANING 
EFFICIENCY - (30-50 PPM DIRT IN FEED) 
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Collection 1 demonstrates the popular 4 stage cascade system that 
























Collection two demonstrates a "split/feed 
- feed forward" system that is a possible
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Based on the objectives and tolerances listed previously, one must 
obtain the following information for each system: 
Total number of cleaners needed 
Gallons fed to system 
Gallons accepted from system 
Gallons rejected from system 
Tons of stock fed to system 
Tons accepted from system 
Tons rejected from system 
Dirt count entering the system 
Dirt count leaving the system 
Accepted stock consistency 
With this information, total cost, space requirements, yield and cleaning 
efficiencies can be caluclated and compared. To obtain this information 
a mass and flow balance must be performed on each system. 
Because of the interaction between stages a series of equations represent­
ing the mass and flow splits must be performed in a loop sequence until 
there is no change in the system and thus it is balanced. To perform 
these equations by hand would require several hours per system for each 
set of conditions. 
At this time, it was decided that a mathematical model that represented 
each collection and could be progrannned into a computer/calculator should 
be developed. This would aid in the understanding of what actually happens 
with each collection and form a basic analysis structure for quick evalua­
tion of future collections. 
Development of these models follows the same steps as previously outlined: 






The basic problem was a need for a computer program that would simulate each 
of the cleaner systems. When gathering pertinent information it was dis­
covered that two such programs (for cascade systems) already existed, 
(2, 3). 
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The objectives set for these models are that they must be accurate, easy 
to apply and provide information in a usable format. 
When synthesizing these models, the programs written previously by Mr. 
V. Kumar and Mr. K. J. Laurinolli (2, 3) were reviewed. Mr. Kumar's
program is 100% accurate but the format can only be applied to a HP-97
calculator. Mr. Laurinolli' s program is accurate to . 00001/GPM, makes
several assumptions as to thickening factors and is applicable only to
a TI-59 calculator. It was decided at that time to apply several of
the principles of Mr. Kumar's program with the format of Mr. Laurinalli's
program to develop an accurate cascade flow balance that could be used
with a TI-59 calculator (easily available to the author) or programed
in the FORTRAN language. The principles of this hybrid program, if
successful, would then be applied to each of the other collections under
consideration and they could then be balanced and evaluated under the
same criteria.
The final algorithms for each collection are listed on the following 









TF = Thickening Factor 
T = B.D. tons per day
C = li.D. consistency (not %)
(, = Gallons per minute 
R = Reject rate by weight 
Subscripts: 
1 = Primary stage 
2 = Secondary stage 
3 = Tertiary stage 
= Quaternary Stage 
A = Accepts 
F = Feed 
R = Rejects 
w = Dilution water 
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A - Calculated 
= X 





F - CS)+ G
2
A (CS - c
2
A) 
CW - CS 
GS = G F - GA - GW 
1 2 
TW = CW GW 6.008 





TF = Thickening factor 
T = B.D. tons per day
C = B.D. consistency (not %)
G = Gallons per minute 
R = Reject rate by weight 
Pct = Percentage of feed flow that goes to primary stage 
Subscripts: 
1 = Primary stage 
2 = Secondary stage 
3 = Tertiary stage 
= Quaternary Stage 
A = Accepts 
F = Feed 
R = Rejects 
w = Dilution water 









































1) G4R = T4R
C4R 6 .008 






= G4F - G4R
5) T4A
= T4F - T4R




8) (C:/ - c3R) G4F = G3\{(c3w-c3R) 
9) G3R = G4F - G W3 
10) T3R 
= G3R c3R 6.008
11) T3W








= T3F - T3R
15) G3A 



































G R = G F - G W - G A 
















A= ClR + ClR (1 - pct) -c2
w ClR - (1-pct)
c
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R (1 - Pct) 
































































X = TAA/TAA Cale. 
T
4
































CS - ClW 
G
1
W = GH - G
1







W - 6.008 






CA = TAA/ (GA 6.008) 
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SYMBOL IDENTIFICA TION 
COLLECT ION 2
Gs, Cs, Ts G A C A T A
G1W 
cl w GlF, ClF, Tl 
TlW 
G2A , c2w , T2A
















TF = Thickening factor 
T = B.D. tons per day
C = B.D. consistency (not %)
G = Gallons per minute 
R = Reject rate by weight 
A = Alpha stage 
Subscripts 
1 = Primary stage 
2 = Secondary stage 
3 = Tertiary stage 
= Quaternary Stage 
= Accepts 
F = Feed 
R = Rejects 
w = Dilution water 


















































C - Initial 
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1) G4R = T4R
C4R 6.008 






4) G4A = G4F - G4R
5) T4A
= T4F - T4R
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GR= TR/(CR X 6.008) 
G W = G - G R 
2 1 
T W = T - TR 
2 





X = TAA/TAA Cale. 
T
4
R New = T
4






GA = G A  - G R
1 1 










TS = GS X CSX 6.008 
T W = T F - TS - T A

























GlF ,ClF, TlF 
G2A,C2A,T2A 













































































































The data previously determined to be necessary for evaluation (pg. 14) 
was assembled on the following pages. Detailed model results are in 
Appendix IV. 
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Total number of cleaners 
Gallons fed to system 
Gallons accepted from system 
Gallons rejected from system 
Tons fed to system 
Tons accepted from system 
Tons rejected from system 
Dirt count fed stock (ppm) 
Dirt count accepted stock (ppm) 
Dirt count rejected stock (ppm) 
Accepted stock consistency, % 
Yield, % (TS) 
Cleaning efficiency, % 




















































Total number of cleaners 
Gallons fed to system 
Gallons accepted from system 
Gallons rejected from system 
Tons fed to system 
Tons accepted from system 
Tons rejected from system 
Dirt count feed stock (ppm) 
Dirt count accepted stock (ppm) 
Dirt count rejected stock (ppm) 
Accepted stock consistency, % 
Yield, % (TS) 
Cleaning efficiency, % 




















































Total number of cleaners 
Gallons fed to system 
Gallons accepted from system 
Gallons rejected from system 
Tons fed to system 
Tons accepted from system 
Tons rejected from system 
Dirt count fed stock (ppm) 
Dirt count accepted stock (ppm) 
Dirt count rejected stock (ppm) 
Accepted stock consistency, % 
Yield, % 
Cleaning efficiency, % 





















































When selecting a solution to the original need, one must review the 
initial criteria: 
Must: - Consist of on-the-market 3" centrifugal cleaners
- Have a yield as high as, or higher than, a cascade system
- Provide a pulp at least 5% cleaner than a cascade system
Must not: - Exceed $250,000
Wants: - Accept consistency .4% or greater
75% minimum yield
50% minimum cleaning efficiency
Yield 
All collections exceed the 75% minimum yield except Collection 3, 
Input 3. Because feed consistencies are lowest, the cleaners are 
more efficient and reject more material thus lowering yield. Collec­
tions 1 and 2 do not appear to be as sensitive to consistency and 
yield losses. 
The cascade system (Collection 1) shows 82.9% yield in each data case 
while the split feed-feed forward system (Collection 2) shows 82% of 
yield. One objective emphasized earlier was that yield must be greater 
than or equal to a cascade yield, in this case no yield of other collec­
tions met that criteria, but the less than one percent difference is 
within experimental error, thus Collection 1 and Collection 2 meet 
yield requirements. 
Cleaning Efficiency 
Only Collection 3 exceeds the 50% cleaning efficiency desired, while 
both Collections 2 and 3 exceed the efficiency of the cascade system, 
both Collection 3 is above the 50% minimum efficiency that is required. 
Cost 
Collection 3, Input 3 exceeds the $250,000 limit and is, therefore, 
eliminated. 





Cascade 2 3 
Yield 82.9 -1.0% -6.4%
Cleaning efficiency 35.1 +1.8% +10.4%
Cost 140,580 +6.8% +33%
Acc. Cons. > .4% y y N
Choice Collection 3 
Input 2 
Collection Collection 
Cascade 2 3 
Yield 82.9 -1.0% -7 .9%
Cleaning efficiency 40.0 +2.6% +10.8%
Cost 158,830 +7.1% +34.3%
Acc. Cons. >.4% y N N 
Choice Collection 3 
Input 3 
Collection Collection 
Cascade 2 3 
Yield 82.9 -1.0% -9.7%
Clea_ning efficiency 43.8 +2.0% +10.1%
Cost 178,447 +7.3% +35.3%
Acc. Cons. >.4% N N N 
Choice Collection 1 
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The selection and recommendation in this case is that for new installa­
tions, Collection 3 would be the most acceptable. Also included is 
the stipulation that it be run at .6% primary feed consitency or higher. 
The comparison shows that even though Collection 3 has a high capital 
cost, it is below the limits by $40,000. The incremental cleaning 
efficiency should allow dirtier stocks to. be processed. These dirtier 
stocks are cheaper than cleaner stocks and the lower pulp costs justify 
the capital costs. A pulp cost, lower by 25#/ton, would return the 
difference in capital costs in one year at 150 TPD of production. Also, 
as primary feed consistency increases the yield difference between the 
cascade system and Collection 3 decreases. 
Decision/Action 
The decision based on the information provided, is that Collection 3 
would be a cost-effective substitute for a cascade system. 
The action recommended at this point is to obtain a wider range of 
input data and evaluate further. The possibility of building a proto­
type should also be investigated. 
Conclusions 
The idea of using a model to help illustrate a point is not new but 
many applications in system design are as yet untried. 
This paper presents one sequence of modeling steps and applies that 
sequence twice in an effort to solve a practical problem in system 
design. The conclusions reached are: 
1. The modeling steps provide an orderly thought process for develop­
ing and evaluating a process system.
2. The steps can be applied in their entirety to single elements of
a system thus building a complex system one step at a time.
3. The decision reached by following these modeling steps may propose
a solution, and/or may also propose further analysis.
4. The forward cleaner sequences modeled in this paper were to be
evaluated based on a set of criteria and given input data. From
this evaluation a decision was reached that an "Alpha-Alpha"
cleaning sequence could be a cost effective replacement for the
traditional cascade cleaner system.
41 
5. The action step recommendations were to first expand the
given input data base, then perform further analysis to



















PROGRAM BALAW =-:: l 
IMPLICIT INTEGER�2 CJ-Nl 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (�-H> 
IMPLICIT REAL�G r □ -Z) 
INTEGER*4 INPUINAM(181 
REAL*B INPUT<lC) 
LOG I CAL MAX ( 1 c,), t1 I I�< 19) 
REAL*B INMAX<1 rn, INMlN(19) 
LOGICAL TRACE 
INTEGER-;i.1 IRESf-' 
EQUIVALENCE (lNPUl (l l,11Al 
EQUIVALENCE (JNPUT(2),C1�1 
EGUl V/.;LENCE < Ir.iPUT ( :; l, c21-· l 
EGU I VALENCE ( HJP1Yf < 4), C 3F I
EQUJVALENCE (l�FUl (5l,C4�1 
EGU I \/ALEtJCE < Jt\JPUT ( 6 I, P ! ) 
EGU 1 VALENCE < I tJPUT < 7 1, [<�') 
EQUIVALENCE < INPUT(Bl, Fn> 
EQUIVALENCE (INPUT(9l,H4> 
EQUIVALENCE ( HlPUT( 101, n·1 
EQUIVALENCE CINPUT(lll, T�2 
EGUI V/1L.ENCE ( HIFUT ( l ;� \ 7T2 
EQUIVALENCE <It·JPUT(1::i,, TF4 
EGUI VALENCE ( I t-!PUT < l t;. I. C 11,! 
EGU J VALENCE < ll'JPUl ( l 5). C �i,.: :, 
EGUI W .. LENCE < ItJPUT < H, I ,::;·:1t.j; 
EQUIVALENCE (JNPU1(171,C4W. 
EQUIVALENCE (JNPVTC18>,CSI 
















































DATA XMAX / J. 000001 I 
DATA XMIN / . �79999 / 
C 
C 













DATA MAX / . Fhl.S�.. , 17* T"�UE. 
DATA MIN / 5 � .  lRUE. 
DATA lt�Mi'-1-X / (�, -+ * 0 ·14 1. (\ 4� C-. OL 1. 0 , 0
' 
DAT A I NM IN / 1. () , 4 �- 1) ,:1C:• 1 ' 1 :H C·. (\ I l l.' /
Df\TA INPUTNAf'I / 'T1A', 'CiF- , 'C:::1F ', '(;�'.F ', '(AF ', 'R1 ·, 'R2', 'r�J', 
'R4', 'TF1 ', 1 TF2', '1FJ', 'TF4', 'C'H✓', 'C2l...!', 'C3l✓', 'C4l✓', 'CS' 
DO 10 U,=L H-; 
11 WRITE ( 'CRT', E·01) If.lP 1)·i��,-,iiiIA) 







READ ( 'KYB ', 10•:::•;.:) lNPU11 l1\: 
1002 FORMAT (F12. 4) 
IF ( INPUT< IAl. LT. 0. Oi GO TCl 1::;: 
IF (MIN<IA). ,\ffft INPUT< T1\l L.T. IN�11N( U\l) G!J -,-o 12 
IF (MAX(IA). AiJi:·. INPUT<i.A) (.r. 1tm1�X(l/,); •�I] TO 13 
GO TO 10 
12 WRITE ( 'CRT', H·3C,:, 
1030 FORMAT (' **'� \/t1LUE Jr-; BFU.1'.J l 1iHJlMl.!!·1 f·'U·.;·:7,::� F'.E-E!\!TER ... ')
GO TO 11 
C 
l 3 WR J TE < ' C: R T ' . , C ., ) 1 






GO TO 11 . -
10 CONTINUE 
IA = 19 
21 WRITE < 'CRl '· l c-o::_�;, 
1003 FORMAT <' PLtJ,GE [-�NTEI-< ·:hL . .  .:.::.-;SLJ!'1EL· HJJ 1· J,\� \:'i\L.UL OF T4R. . . ') 
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0097. 00 1 
0098. 00, 


































IF <T4RINIT. LT. 0. 0) GCJ TCJ �"?� 
lF <MINCIA>. A:JD. T4RINlT. u·. JNl1IN<Ud> GCl TO 22 
IF CMAXCIA) AND. T4RlNIT GT. lNMAXCJAl l GU TO 23 
GO TO 30 
22 WRITE <'CRT', 1030) 
GO TO 21 
23 WR I TE C 'CRT'; l o:H ) 
GO TO 21 
30 WRITE C 'CRT', l c,o:,,) 
1005 FORMAT (' DO YUU ��lSH TU TR,�CE TH(-: JTE.rU'lllUl-�S ... 
RE/1D ( 'KYB I' 10,�:•t{) !RE.Sf'
1008 FORMAT <Al) 
IF <IRESP.EG. 'Y'l Tf<f,(C-: 
WRITE C 'CRT', 10(,1..'l) 
1004 FORMAT (/' THANK YOU . 
Tf�UE. 





T4F = T4R / IUl 
C 
G4F = T4F / c,:::H: * r-:r ...cTmn 
C 
C4R = C4F * TF4 
C 
G4R = T4R I <CAR * FACTOFl 
C 
G4A = G4F - G•'lR 
C 
T4A = T4F - T4h' 
C 
C4A = T4A I ( G,1A * FACTDR> 
C 
C3R = C3F * Tr-"'.::) 
C 
G4W - C CC4F-C:.i,n-llG4F > I ( C 4:-J- C 3�( i
C 




= G'l�- * c:.1-w -1:' F,\CH1R 
T3R = G3R * C-lf,: * F"ACTClR
C 


























































































G3A = G3F - G'..iH 
T3A = T3F - 1:m 
C3A ._ T3A / < c� A * FAC rufl 
C2R = C2F * n--;! 
G2R = <<G3F * (C3F - C3WI) + G4A * (C3W - C4A)) / <C2R - C3W> 
G3W = G3F - G4A - G2R 
T2R = G2R * C2H * FACTOR 
T3W = G3W * C3W � FACTOR 
T2F = T2R / rL�: 
G2F - T2F / (C2F � FACTOR> 
T2A = T2F - T2F 
GlR = < (G2F •':; (C:�'i-' -- c��\,L' i ' ,:;�1(� * tC:,-i .. c?,:;)) / (ClR - C2W) 
G2W = G2F - GJR G�A 
T1R = G1R * Clh * F ;,,::;FiR 
T2W = G2W * 
c·,,, Cr. F:·,�c �:· ;_ .ir": 'C:- '-" 
TlF = TlR I Rl 
G1F = TlF / (C1F * FACTOR) 
GS = ((GlF * (ClF - Cl�)) + G2A * CC]W - C2A)) / <CS - ClW)
GlW = GlF - GS - G2A 
TS = GS * CS * FACTOR 
T 1 W = G 1 W * Cl l,J .;,; FA(: 1CiG'
TlACALC = TlF' - TlR 
X = TlA / TlACALC 
T4RNEW = T4R * X 
IF (. NOT. TRACE! GO TO 80 




































































80 IF (X. LT. XMAX. ,".!,ND. X. GT. XMJt,.!) GO TO C'rJ 
T4R = T4RNEW 
GO TO 20 
90 WRITE < 'CRT', 1C.i07) 
1007 FORMAT (' ITER.".!,TlONS C□ t·IPl_F.TE '> 
G1A = GlF - GlR 
C 
ClA = TlA / (Gl,; .:,-i FACTCll·'.) 
C 
C 
C CONSOLIDATE RE·:3Ui.... lS F Of, n; J t·HDliT 
C 
CSX = cs * 100 0 
C 
C1FX = C1F * 100. 0
C 
ClAX = ClA * j ,:,o 0 
C 
ClRX = C1R * l -�,) (' j
C 
ClWX = ClW * l U0. �J
C 
c2F·x = C2F -� 1 (;O 0 
C 
C2AX = C21\ � ) -:,c,. 1J 
C 
C2FiX = C2R * ::-c,. (1
C2WX = C2W *
' - 0.;. 1 __ ,�_• 
C 
C3FX = C3F 11 l :�·, i.) �)
C 
C3AX = C3A * 1 (._11J. u
C 
C3RX = C3R -� 1C1C. 0 
C 
C3WX = C3W -l! 100 0 
C 
C4FX = C4F * 1 ,:,c, u
C 
C4AX = C4A * 1 
,. ·
1 
I_, _). 0 
C 
C4RX = C4R * 1 (i(J 0 
C 




WRITE ( 'P.TR ', 1 c,c,c.,· l
1009 FORMAT < 15X, I SlOCf\ I I/ ) 
C 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1010) TS, CSX, c;:3 
• 
\,,I�-,.._;--::-·.: 





























































�\JAi \.,\..,.,r\)·�.>. I I J .,:_ .,_ • .
1 o x , , c: P r1 · , F 1 ;'. �j , )
WR I TE C 'P TR ' , l ,:, 1 1 , 
1011 FORMAT (l/15X, 'Pr-nM,;H'{ ST/-,,;C:'//) 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1012) 
1012 FORMAT (3X, 'FEFJJ' > 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ' .. Fil()) ru:·, cu·:�, �:1F 
C 
WRITE < 'PTR', 1Ci13) 
1013 FORMAT (3X, 'ACCEPTS') 
C 
WRITE C 'PTR', 1010) T1A, CU,:<, GlA 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR', 1014) 
1014 FORMAT (3X, 'f�E,..JFCTS') 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1C•10) Tlf'\, C lF\, ,'.";jR 
C 
C 
WRITE < 'PTR', FH5) 
1015 FORMAT (3X, 'l.JHlTElrJATE� ') 
C 




WRJTE: ( 'PTR ', �•,�,i 1 i 









WR I TE ( 'P TR ', l O 12 � 
WRITE ( 'PTR' 1010) T2F C���.G2F 
WRITE ( 'PTR I , 1():1:.!) 
WRITE ( 'PTR , 1,.:;,10) T::t1 C ;:t :, ,�:.;;�t...' ; 
WRITE ( 'PTR , 1 c, 14-·)I 
WRITE ( 'PTR , lC•1C}) 1 �!��' C2RX .. C.�2R , 
WRITE ( 'PTR I 1015) I 





WR I TE ( 'P TR ', 30 11 ) 
3011 FORMAT (//15X, 'TERTIARY STf'.1GE'/I) 
C 
C 
WR I TE C 'P TR ', l O 12) 




















































0352 .  oc·, 


















". l I I:. \ 1- I I\ I .l.V.L.JI 
WRITE < 'PTR ', 1010) T::-i1�, C 3Ai, ,;.;3,\ 
WRITE ( 'F TR ' , l Cil .; ) 
WRITE < 'P TR ' , 1010 ) T:-3R, C3RX, G3R 
WRITE ('PTR', 1015) 
WRITE C 'PTR ', 1010) T3t..J. C3l..JX, G3W 
WRITE < 'PTR '• 4011 > 









WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1012) 
WRITE ( 'PTH', 1010) T4F, C 11FX, (_.'llF 
WR I TE ( 'P TR ', 1013) 
WRITE C 'PTR ', 1010) T4A, C4,'\X, G�/\ 
WRITE C 'PTR', l.014) 
WRlTE ( 'PTR', l·)10) ·r.qn, C>�r::� (_:rn 
WR I TE ( 'P TR ·· , l ( 1 5 ) 





t,JRITE ( 'CRT', 1C�'O) 





























































































EQUIVALENCE < ItJPUT( 1), T,Vd
EQUIVALENCE (1NPUT(2l,C1F>
EQUIVALENCE ( H�PlJT(3), C2F) 
EQUIVALENCE (JNPUT{4l,C3Fl 
EQUIVALENCE ( H�PUT(5), •24Fl 
EQUIVALENCE < HJPUT ( 6 >, H 1 > 
EQUIVALENCE ( I!�PIJ;·i7), R2) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IrJPUl( (-3). rn) 
ECWIVALENCE ( l;�fvT('7i, r,4) 
EGIJJ\/ALHJCE ( INPUT( 10), TF1 
EQUIVt-,LENCE <HffUT<11l, 1F2 
EGU I VALENCE ( H�P�IT ( 1 � l, TF3 
EQUIVALENCE < l1'1PUT< 13), lT.:.,­
EQUJVALENCE ( H:PUT( 14); CH.I 
EQUIVALENCE < IIJPU1 < 1 �i l, C:a.:.!L--J 
EGUIVALENCE ( ItJPUT( 16), c:;w 





















































DATA FACTOR / l. 008 / 
C 
C 
DATA XMAX / 1. C•OOOOl I
DATA XMIN / . �99999 / 
C 
C 
C NOTE THAT T4R AU:-��) HAS Llf" II rs ( liH>EX = ::.·o FCIF-' THESE LOOKUPS .. > 
C 
DATA MAX / . F ,::,t.5E , 11::;-:. • TfH.ll:: . Ft.u:.-:E. 
C 
C NEGATIVE ENTRIES AR[�_ NF 1v'ER ,,U.Oi..JUi, Ff :C:A1;r:-;_0:�:5 OF EXISTENCE 
















DATA MIN / 5 � . TDVE .-'·" Tt:;')i-:::. I 
DAT A I Nr1AX .t •':• 
DATA INMIN / 1. C •h i · 'JO:! • l '..::* U. ·:·, , . ·X· .. ,. l, 1. 0
DATA INPUTN�!·1 ' '11A', •�Jt:-·_ ·::;:·F•·, C;i:.: •. ·,:.-:JF '; 'R:', 'R2', 'R3 1 , 
'R 4 ' , ' -
r 
r: 1 • , , n.:;2 · , · ·, r �: · , -- T F 4 · , ·· c 1 ;.J - (: .::, ;J · , , c .:.� i" · , , c 4 l-J , , ' cs '
'PCT' I
DD 1 0 I A= 1, 1 9 
READ ( 'KYB ', 10i)�:) ItJPUT( 11,i 
1002 �ORMAT <F12. 4) 
IF CINPUTCIA> LT. 0. 0) GQ Tn 12 
IF (MIN(IA) AIJD. INPUT(l1'.\). LT. INMIN(U\) ;, (�1.-J TfJ 12 
IF CM/>,X(IA). Ai·JU. ltJPUT(J/,) '�T 1N11AX(J,"\ 1 :, GU TC 13 





WRITE ('CRT', l ()3(>) 







GO TO 11 
13 WRITF ( 'CRT', JC,�_:1 i 
1031 FORMAT (' �L ,,._,_,1F· l� ;, rn'.'f-- I'11-'>XIM,'I·1 !'! ,,, '.�.;-::· l�E-FNTER . . ') 
GO TO 11 
10 CONT l l'lfut: 
IA = 20 
�� L�P!TF ( 'CRT', JCC<J) 
-- - -- - -----
• 
0061. o,:::,, 






















0084. 0 1:J 
0085·. Ot.:1 














































1003 FORMAT <' PLE/\SE ENTER THE. r-.3'3Ut1ED Ir-JJ 1} ,'-L \'�LUE OF T4R. 
I F ( T 4 P :rt H T l . I ,:., . !_: ) 1...:.: U 1 0 �� ;! 
i
T
- ,,1;1r�iIH>. r,r-ii.o T•rnn-nr.L.l. 1r--i1 JN<Jt,:-) l:(1 :-L·J ::.!.;? 
lF <MAX(IA>. AND. T4Riln I. GT. JNl'IAX(lA)) GCJ TO �:3 
GO TO 30 
22 WRITE ( 'CRT', 1;:,�:gj;, 
GO TO 21 
23 WRITE ('CRT', 1031) 
GO TO 21 
30 WRITE ('CRT', 1005) 
1005 FORMAT(' DO Yi'JU l.,iE;H 10 TR,\C't: THF. r·:Ff� .. \Tr1J!,!•:; · ,
READ ('KYI3', 10C•8) JREf:-'.P 
1008 FORMAT 'Ali 
IF (!RESP. EQ ''i ') lfU,CE 
C 


















1004 FORMAT ( / � TH/\!•J:-'. YQLI . t 
20 CONTHJUE 
T 'l F = T 4 R / fh 
G4F = T4F I ( c. _,. r: ·.� r:ACT(W >
C4R = C4r- * l'F!l 
G4R = T4R I < c:,rn ·)I FAC T[)i.> !
G4A = G4F - (' ,, .. , :-,•tt• 
T4A = T4F - T4P 
C4A = T4A I < c, ,Jr.., -J.i, FACTnF< :> 
C3R = C3F * TF :1 
G4W = CC C4F-C:3R > .,. G4F) / ( C ,1,t.J-C 3R > 
G3R = G4F - G:J.1,J
T4W = G4W * CLilJ �� FAC.:'UR 
T3R = G3R * C3f� * FACHi1�
• 

























































































T3F = T3R I R3 
G3F = T3F I ( c:w * FACTOR) 
G3A = G3F - G3R
T3A = T3F - T8f� 
C3A = T3A I < G:-JA ii FACTOR ) 
C2R = C2F * TF;'. 
G2R = ( CG3F * \C3F - ,: :4!-� �· ) ,_ :;;.,1-A -� 
G3W = G3F - G/J /"" G:�R 
T2R = G2R * C2r-'. * FACTCJis 
T3W = G3W * C :)� � ., .< FACTUI::.> 
T2F = T2R I R;:
G2F = T2F I < c;:r ·A Fi_,,,; TOI, ) 
T2A = T2F - T;�r�
G2A = G2F - G;:'F 
-
C2A = T2A I ( G::-:'t. ,b F 1\C T!-:P 1 
ClR = C1F * TF1 
G = ( G2F* ( C_lF-C�t,J) +:��:'./1 ( C!tr!--C 3;,) \ 
r C3\! .. C·l,�) ) / 




A = ( C 1 R + ( C l f ' -� ( 1 - P C' T ) :, · 1 ,; l � ;:.> c; T ) - i_ C �: t,; "" ,: J r, -� , 1 -P C T ) / ( C 1 F * R 1 * F C T ) ) )
GlR = G / A 
GH = (G1R*C1W�-.1-PCT))i rc:F*l�l*PCT) 
G2W = G2F - G J f< ··• G:�,'\ ·- GH 
TH = GH * ClF * FAClO� 
TlR = GlR * ClR * FACTOR 
T2W - G2W * C2W * FACTOR 
TlF = TlR / Rl 
GlF = TlF / ccrF � FACTOR) 
TlA = TlF - TlF-: 
TAACALC = T1A + T2A 
X = TAA / TAACALC 
T4RNEW = T4R -a X 


























0205. 00 1 




































WRITE < 'CRT', lOOtJ) X, T-rn1·;E,J 



























80 IF <X. LT. XMAX. AND. X. GT. XMlNI GO TO 90 
T4R = T4RNEW 
GO TO 20 
90 WRITE <'CRT', l 0071 
1007 FORMAT (, ITER/1  lONS CrJM�U.TE I) 
GlA = GlF - GlF 
ClA = TlA / (G1A * F(�crrn;) 
GS = (GlF*<ClF-ClW)+ 1�;H>:,-:Jf-ClW)i/1C.S-ClL-i'.• 
G l l,.J = G H - G l F - - t: '.,:
T1W = ClW * GHJ -Ii r- t=,CTCif,'. 
TS - GS * CS "' F-,t>,('TOP
GA = G l. A + G ;: r� 
CA = TAA / ( G!� 1r F1\CI()!·' l 
CONSOLIDATE RESUl. TS F-[JR 1-_. r: J r ! ; �; u T 
CSX = cs * 100 () 
ClFX = ClF -� 1cc,. C• 
ClAX = ClA * l •>U (' J 
ClRX = ClR * l C•-�• (j 
ClWX = ClW * JOO. 0 
C2FX = C2F � l C-0. 0
C2AX = C2A * 100. 0 
C2RX = C2R -!!· 1 (:•0. 0 
C2WX = C2W * l 00. 0
C3FX = C3F * JOO. 0 
C3AX = C3A· * JOO. 0 
C3RX = C3R * 100. 0
C3WX = C3W * l 00. 0
C4FX = C4F
. 
-!I l 00. 0
C4AX = C4A * l 00. 0
C4RX = C4r, * 11:iO. tj 





































































CAX = CA *  100. 0 
WRITE < 'PTR ', l009i 





WR I TE ( 'P 1 R ' , 1 0 1 0 ) 
1010 FORMAT C l0X, '"if -'D 
l0X, 'CUNS. 
l0X, 'Gf-' M 




', F12. 3/ :, 
1011 FORMAT (//15X, "PRIMAR'i STl,GE'11) 
C 
WR I TE ( 'P 1 R ', 1 0 l 2 l 
1012 FORMAT (3X, 'FTF!J';, 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', JCilO) TlF, c u-:,, ClF 
C 
WRITE ('PTR',1C•1J', 
1013 FORMAT (3X, 'ACCF�PTS ·') 
C 
WR I TE ( 'PTR ', JC 1 0 ! TJ t,, Cu,,·' , G 1,\ 
C 
WRITE ( �PTR '.· H.•l·�, 
1014 F□RM.�T C3X, 'r:r.:,_,r:c:s, > 
r 
WRITE ('PTR',1010) T1F� 1 CHu, Grn 
C 
WRITE C'PTR',H·15; 





WR I TE ( ' P TR ' , 1 C:· i O :, T HL C 1 l-.' :, . (_� J �-J 
WR I TE < 'P TR ' , �!C• 1 1 :, 
2011 FORMAT < // 1 SX, 'SECotHiARY s·1 t,GE '/ /) 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1012) 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1010) T2F, c::s:,., C-2r 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR I, l O 13' 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1010) T2A, C ;:•A•.· Gc:>.!'1 
C 
WRITE ( , PTR I I 1014) 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1010) -r;::!r<, c ��r: > . G..2f( 
C 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', E1 lS) 
C 
WRITE ( 'PTP', li)lG:1 T ;:•t•J. C �:L-J ·, . ,:.; a: l,J 
C 
• 



































































WRITE ( 'PTR ', 3011) 














WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1012) 
WRITE C 'PTR ', l C10) T3F, C3FX. G:?.F 
WR IT E C 'PT R ' , 1 0 13 ) 
WRITE ( 'PTR', 1010) T3A, C3AX, G:�A 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', l C.•14) 
WRITE ( 'PTR', lC•H'l T:-:lFL C3Rl. G:rn 
WRITE < 'PTR ', l(il5i 
WRITE C 'PTR', 1010) T3W,CJW/,bJW 
WRITE ('PTR',t:C•1J)

















WRITE ( 'PTR ', lC.·10) "i4f, c�;,::;,. G·H-
WRITE ( 'PTR ', 1Ct3,o 
WRITE < 'PTR', lClOi 1-'1,�, c4;,,. ( . .:;,; 
WRITE ('PTR',lC.•14) 
WRITE ( 'PTR ', JCilDi T4f'<, C4R;., <.:��:-r: 
WR I TE ( 'PTR ', l C'1 5) 
WRITE ('PTR',1010) T4L-LC4WX,G4W 
WRITE C 'PTR', 5011> 
FORMAT C / / 15X, 'SYSTEM ACCEPTS'//> 
WRITE C'PTR', 1010) TA1\,CAX,GI, 
WRITE ( 'CRT', JC:20) 









































































































lt'i . L l C1 T J t, i L _,· i 
!t":f'L. l f J T HE�-\� .. -<:-:: , ..... . 
1 !1d. : ·.'. 1 ".' r-: f ,:,,: 
RE,!;L*8 INPl}T '. ,.··:•: 
L 'J·.� ICM. M:1 :Y < ,·: 
• • "I ·• • I 
F:E �l. � t: l M1: ., · - : i.!:
·". 
L •:i ·: I C �-L. 1 R L, ,- • 
} r, 7· LG E. r� '� 1 I ,; t 
F:°!:L' -.:r •. L.ENCT 
r: ·Y ' \:,\L. EN�-[·. 
� · .-· · : ,_ .. 1, L. i: r-� -�- r , . 1·· 
-. '.:.J.L -._·r<:� ;· 






.. ' ' �- . 
T 
. ,. 
Vr-1l. Et.'::. i.=: 
'/hl. ENCE 
\..It', L. Ff') r ::=­
\i AL. EN( E 
'.//!,LEN•: i: 
1./hLE:Jr � ,': .... : 
:, :. - ;· r .. - , 
L) 1 ;" 1,•: · 






\�•1) 1 r; 





(} �� t';. ·'.
































l : . -1• �, ,,. 1-i,.� t..
DI'•.-,/\ ·, i·i It·�
NOTE THr,,T T4:, .-,· - · -. 1� · ;; l. .,, 1 -,­
• 
\ 
DAT/,. Ml N / S 
DATA INMAX / r·, 
DAT,!.. rwnrJ , . · 
DI-.• r� I r·PUTt•J::, ,· 
'h:4,, , ?
,/ C �: �J I I 
r,n j -�- J .-,�,: 
i : W�, c T[-: C' f•: T 
·.·---J 'FC;,-:•; ... .r.t :•'L 
,_,. .... f- ._- ·;.�.,. { �- l �, ·1 
; F : . '·,· 
TI'. r i � ; 1. :. 
J ,:• ', • ' 1 .l, ,• ! ,.\ 
.CO 7 G l 
., . '• 




13 lJP J TE ( 'crn · · 
1031 FC)G·M{,T ( 
GO TO jl 
10 CCll-.'T lf,p_1�: 
;?l l.Jr-'.; TF. ( · '='r·T 
1003 FOr-'.t1i:;; 1 _-F�i-, .1 . 
• 










-. -- ,· .. l_J \_.• .::, _: 
'.),_.,,:_,_: __ 













( () '"/�:' 
4 .. , .. :·.' . ; ' -1�•::- 1�- .') '/C,:)�:'f3
,· r-� � 
.:_·: t' • 
. · r; :" ,· r :- J � , 
,. .. , ,, 
.:, ;. \ �· . ' .. (; �:·t� ..
Q,j·;,;-. 
oc 1eo , .. 
UOS:-:�. 
(10�;.:� '· 
r-,-\ •·,,• I 
\. 1..,•1_·, .• J 
00,:�4 ._ . 
ooss. - , 
0086 ( 
(' 2> i3': ·= . .­
r_; (' }:-� -�) 
�)·)tj ..::' 
C•-�_. -..· .. /c,. 
C J·� .. :l 
-�•)Ci·�:. ,­
(l;) 7 �- (·
C•i.).-l�' 
-�-) ) �:' �
·'.!):;•/.
,_· ·.) . .;�3 
c:)c?9. ,-· 1 
t)l c,n '.
,) 1 ( 1 , I 
"�-1 (\�. 
UlC>'.3. CL 
0 1 0 -+ . ,:·, _ 
010:5. C.:-. 
() 1 C;r6. C· � 
0107. o-:
0108 c, r 
Cl OS. (". 
0110 (':,' · 
0111 0 1�·· 
0112 C<· 
0113. C< 
Cll 14. (,( 
011 �1. C•C" 
.· 0116. OC; 


































RE-..i'\l) <' .-v_ ,- !0 ' _. : <· �·:· · ,·.i,-. l ,· 
Ir- ( T 4 R I t·J 1 1 I . �- '> ,:- : ,-:: l�l 1 ;
I F < t'� 11 � ( l A ; " .. • ; . T • : ! ·' j 1 ; 1 . : : : ' ·, ; r ,, ; .: .· -•. 
IF (M/\X(lt'\i r-·:.'. 1,;r,1;,� .:· ·,:·=·;,,\: J;, ·'
GO TO 30 
22 WRITE. ('CRT'. L<·i'_·, · 
GO TO 21 
2-3 WRJTE < 'CiT··. '·:".-;'.
GO TC 21 
30 WR!TE ( 'CFl"' .·:_, 
100s r-or:MAT <' LCi ;·_ ;J1-::,;.; ;·c; r: ., .. :. -r 1-.�-
F,.C,·.D , 'V,YB '. � 
1 ·:, · - -
1008 F0=�MAi ( A 1 ;
IF (I�ESF. L'J T'-:•,C ·'·t:
l.Jr• ! -i,: \ · c;r..;_ T · ·.) · 
10CLl FC!-;r·:�d ,./' 1=-:,,.:- ,(1•_.1_
co·, T 1 t·ME 
T4:: - l 4r-. ,. ·· 
G4F - l4F I,_•·-




I G4F - T4F I \ ' . .. ;,.; ., r- r1·� I (�j; ;, 
G4A -· G4F
Tilt'.; - T4F - : .,,. 
C4,:., - T4A I I 1. '..: -4 ;_-, ·J f 
C3f-? = C3F * j·· :, 
G4i,..' = < CC4F··' . . :,i .. :.,,,_.:;f-
G •·,n ..JI. - (.4F 
,-'.>,\ 
T.; � =- G4w ·,1 :, ' I •• , 
T:3F -· 13R 
I ,j � I 
: ( ; � ...... � J �� :•.
.. :_·,, 
• 




(11;:1_ i._,1 1 _ 
C•1.�;;:•_ C·< 
c, l 2:: Ui. 
(•12/1 •=/ 
01 .,::�-- .,· 
01 ��l- C-( 
012·,· C. 
0128 \..''. 
0 l ;,�9 C-� 
1) i 33 (j(, 
0: :·,;. ('1( 
t)13S.
01 :JvL (r� 
C 1 37. C·C 
<) 1 :�r, c": 
01.::9. o .. 
01'10 c-:
tj 1-.:i 1 . (, .
(:, 1 .i2 C: 




C• i 4 /. fM • 
C 1 11 �. r 
C: 1 ,; -�, . ,-: ,: 
C.· 1 �:1 C· . C :
C· 1 5 1 . ,:· · ..
01 s:: (•-: 
015-.:::. I' 
0154 C .
01 :j:- O·. 
015&, •.· 

















.-. 0174. C 





















c, :: ,-.- r ::r-· 
·� •-� :-. (. :;F 
.·,- -- c.::T
-· T :-::R
-· T .2f /
T2F
G2t, = G2F 
C�'!'- == T 2A / 
C 1 i'{ 
C ::-: 
-· C 1 F -�
* Ci:-;
.. ; _:' 
-:.' 
'. , .... -.· ! � 
',::.··· 




G :.., ( G;:;-:- � < •: �: '· ... ,.,_ . 
T == 
G1F 
r:..:- � C -¢ .•
• i. i-·_ 
= (.�F - .-. ,, 
- GlR � ( )_ 
TF .. � T1R / 
T 1 /-. "" t i F 
T,·: '" . .,. 1 :\ * r.· 
{.: 1 r =- ·, 1 F 
G i 11 - G 1 F 
CU, = Tl?. 
c,:; :� C1A s1- ·'., 
(: i' ::, "c" Fi ., ( ,.: '
C� :·, �, � G - (:. F. 
T;.: •. , " G2W ., 
T,�LCf.l_C -- , ·, :
• I " ' t I ,: '. I . / , • .• • � 
! :·-
. . ·. . � : .. \, . ' . . .
·,·., 
f /: ,-. ! I :,. 
















�• 023E '-- . 















1oc;o Fd·-'·;-,,-.r , , : ,-, 
l..Ji; : 1 i 1 '. r !ec·,c,.� .. F c': ,-,.- -;· , .:, , ·_-.: ,
l•m l -, f:. , ·· C G ;-
9C1 C'�J 
EC 
F .J�,'. M/':. l ' .-::. ' -- ·· 
IF < X. LT. )'!·,..:. 
T4F = T4RN�,.� 
GO l O �'O 
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YIELD, EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS 
Yield 
Yield was calculated in the following manner: 
TPD Feed (thick stock)+ TPD white water = TPD Accepted 
+ TPD Rejected.
TPD Accepted X 100 = BD Yield 
TPD (thick stock)+ TPD (white water) 
Cleaning Efficiency 
Cleaning efficiency for the system as a whole was calculated as 
follows: 
(TPD W1W X PPM Dirt) 
+ (TPD Feed X PPM Dirt) = (TPD Accepts X PPM Dirt)+ (TPD Rejects 
X PPM Dirt) 
TPD Rejects X PFM Dirt X 100 = Cleaning Efficiency 
(TPD WW X PH-1 Dirt) + (TPD Feed X PPM Dirt) 





The following data was established through pilot plant experimenta­
tion with Bauer 3" centrifugal cleaners. 
A heavily printed bleached kraft stock was defibered with 1% NaOH 
and 1400F water. This stock was chosen primarily because cleaning 
efficiency is easy to detemine, but also because fiber length, and 
ash content are somewhat in the middle of the extremes for available 
market fiber. 
A pressure drop of 40 psig was recommended by the manufacturer. A 
temperature of 80-9QOF was chosen as a representative process tempera­
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X = 5.138 
SD = 1.144. 

































































X = 6.216 
SD = 2. 334· 


























































RESULTS, ALL COLLECTIONS 
ALL DATA INPUTS 
RAW DATA 
Feed Consistency vs. Cleaning Efficiency (30-50 PIM) 
Primary Stage 
Feed PPD Dirt PFM Dirt Cleaning 
Consistencz Feed Reject Rate Rejects Efficiency %
.52 32 21. 5 187 77 .5 
.60 35 25.6 185 74.0 
.68 42 31.6 195 68.0 
. 61 45 23.3 265 73.0 
. 70 47 50.8 139 66.5 
.47 50 80.9 77 80.0 
. 50 33 15.5 271 78.5 
.56 36 9.9 485 75.0 
.48 42 49.7 107 79.0 
.45 48 38.1 156 81.0 
.46 46 59.2 97 80.5 
.52 34 36.1 122 77 .5 
. 93 35 37.3 230 41.0 
X = .575 40.4 34.8 194 59.8 
Secondary Stage 
Feed PPM Dirt PFM Dirt Cleaning 
Consistency Feed Reject Rate Rejects Efficiency %
.47 177 80.2 319 80 
. 35 175 22.8 913 84 
.50 . 185 32.7 770 78.5 
.49 255 46.1 1975 78 
.36 129 51.0 302 83.5 
.28 67 45.8 170 86.0 
.30 261 72.8 _419 85.5 
.34 375 39.0 1131 85.0 
X = .476 203 47.5 744 57.4 





. 24 280 
.33 199 





























































































































































































































FEED i FEED 
TPD 96. 439 I 
CONS. . 550 i TPO 
GPM 2918. 501 CONS. 
GPM 
ACCEPTS 
50. 727TPD ACCEPTS 
CONS. . 338 TPD 




TPD 45. 712 TPD 
CONS. 1. 815 CONS. 
GPM 419.203 GPM 
WHITEWATER WHITEWATER 
TPD . 365 TPD 
CONS. . 010 -CON9. 






























































TPD . 051 
CONS. . 010 
GPM 84. 501
COLLECTION 2 
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GPM 1284. 585 
"': 
PRIMARY STAGE TERTIARY STAGE 
FEED FEED 
TPD 230. 061 TPD 47. 981
CONS. . 550 CONS. . 450
GPM 6962. 273 GPM 1774. 720 
ACCEPTS ACCEPTS 
TPD 150. 000 TPD 16. 074
CONS. . 401
I 
CONS . . 172




TPD 80. 061 TPD 31. 908
CONS. 1. 815 CONS. 2. 385
GPM 734. 203 GPM 222. 677
WHITEWATER WHITEWATER 
TPD 1. 690 TPD . 160 
CONS. . 010 CONS. . 010 
GPM 2813. 625 GPM 265. 962
SECONDARY STAGE GUARTENARY STAGE 
FEED FEED 
TPD 96. 695 TPD 32. 589
CONS. . 500 CONS . . 400
GPM 3218. 889 GPM 1356. 046 
ACCEPTS ACCEPTS 
TPD 50. 862 TPD 
CONS. . 296 TPD 1. 988
GPM 2864. 063 CONS. . 029
GPM 1153. 931 
REJECTS 
TPD 45. 834 REJECTS 
CONS. 2. 150 TPD 30. 601




TPD . 560 TPD . 681 
CONS. . 010 CONS. . 010 
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OOLLECTION 2 



















































GUAR TEl·JAR Y STAGE 
35. 336
. 400
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7 () :=, (,1 0 
1172. [i�l 
COLLECTION 1 
Results for Input 3 
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